Early Adjournment Unlikely As Congressmen Defy Ike

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Lawmakers signaled Tuesday that the battle is far from over in the fight to win passage of a major housing bill this fall, even though President Eisenhower is expected to veto the measure.

The House voted to begin the adjournment on Tuesday, but it is widely expected that Eisenhower will veto any legislation that comes to his desk. The President is expected to announce his stand on the bill on Wednesday, and he is expected to oppose it in a strong manner.

This situation is far from unusual in Congress, where lawmakers frequently engage in a struggle to win passage of legislation that is opposed by the President. The President has vetoed more than 100 bills in his tenure, and many of these have been major bills that are opposed by the President.

UGO Urges Steel Talks

WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S. Steel officials are urging the President to convene steel talks with the major steel companies, in an effort to prevent a strike that could disrupt the economy.

The officials are concerned that the steel companies are becoming increasingly unwilling to engage in meaningful talks, and they believe that the President should play a more active role in the negotiations.

The steel companies are demanding a significant reduction in the wages of their workers, and they are also seeking to reduce the amount of steel that is produced in the United States.

Angry Southern Reactions To Civil Rights Policies

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Southern governors have expressed severe anger at the President's civil rights policies, and they are calling for the President to withdraw his support for them.

The governors have been critical of the President's policies, and they have called for the President to withdraw his support for them.

British To Go To Polls; Set For Oct. 8

LONDON On - Britain's Prime Minister Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, who is expected to win a majority in the upcoming election, has announced that the government will hold a referendum on the future of the European Community.

The referendum will be held on October 8, and it will be a key test of the country's attitudes towards membership of the European Community.

New SUI Program To Test 150,000 High School Seniors

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The President will announce a new SUI program to test 150,000 high school seniors this fall, in an effort to improve the quality of education in the United States.

The program will be funded by the government, and it will be administered by the Department of Education.

Fact Finders Act Despite Red Protests

Exempt Top's Presence As Part of Deadwood, famed
to the other side of the river.

Early Adjournment Unlikely

Washington, D.C. — Congress is expected to continue working on legislation this week, despite the fact that President Eisenhower is expected to veto any legislation that comes to his desk.

The House voted to begin the adjournment on Tuesday, but it is widely expected that Eisenhower will veto any legislation that comes to his desk. The President is expected to announce his stand on the bill on Wednesday, and he is expected to oppose it in a strong manner.

Waving off the start of the adjournment, Rep. John F. Kennedy, D-Mass., said, "I think it would be a great mistake to adjourn at this time without a fight."

The Senate has already begun to work on legislation, and it is expected to continue working on legislation this week, despite the fact that Eisenhower is expected to veto any legislation that comes to his desk.
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Another School Year — Another Adventure

By ELLIEN BIRNBAUM
Daily Iowan Photo Feature

Usually when someone asks how something is, they answer in the number of blocks or feet, but the children at this school had a different way to answer. To them a day is not a block of time gone, it is rather a flight of time gone. This year was a very short flight, but the day was a whole week. The day was a day of the new in the old. November 15th was such a day for five-year-old Nancy Trinkle and her sister, Janet. 7., along with little other Iowa City children, began their journey your another school year. It was Janes’ turn to show her little sister the way to school.

To Nancy this didn’t mean for it to be as much as ninth grade or tenth grade, but rather by the beginning of the next term. Nancy and her father, Charles, were the first to arrive at the school in the morning. The children were in their own room for the first time, in the new elementary school.

The children were the first to arrive. By the time the morning bell rang, the school was filled with children. The children were in their own room for the first time, in the new elementary school.
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The Defiant House Passes Public Works Bill Of $1.18 Million

WASHINGTON — The Defiant House passed and sent to the Senate Tuesday a $1.18 million public works appropriation bill after refusing to attach an amendment to provide funds for a specific irrigation project.

The bill delivers several hundred dollars in each of 11 states which take part in the Surplus Food For Sale (SFS) program, directed by R. F. Linton (right) and Ted McCord (left) of the SFS board. The machine, which Linton designed, will “feed” the answers from both sides of an answer sheet simultaneously, right and wrong answers, correct and incorrect — all at the rate of 1,000 answer sheets per hour.

Prepare Drive On Unlicensed Nursing Homes

DEER MOUNT — The New York State Board of Proprietary Standards, meeting Tuesday by a standing vote of 1-0, allowed the registration of paraprofessional nurses in the state’s nursing homes.

The decision was a result of a recent study conducted by the state’s Board of Examiners of Nurses, which found that paraprofessional nurses were working in nursing homes without proper certification.

The decision means that paraprofessional nurses can now work in New York nursing homes, providing they meet the state’s certification requirements.

Iowa Doctors To Attend Conference On Diseases

Doctors from communities throughout the state will travel to a conference on diseases on the campus of the University of Iowa on Oct. 15.

The conference will be held in the block building on the University of Iowa campus.

Sailor's View Of Contest

Dana Brown, nine months old son of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Brown of St. Petersburg, Fla., rocks a mature sailor's chart of appreciation at a spot in the harbor belonging to one of the participants in the Iowa "Ivy Shill Game" beauty contest held in connection with their Labor Day weekend events in the city.

Rep. Carter Stronger In Cancer Fight

WASHINGTON — Rep. Carter (D-Iowa) was discharged Tuesday from Bethesda Naval Hospital after two months of treatment for cancer.

"I am truly grateful for the care and attention I have received here," Carter said. "I have learned a lot from this experience and I hope to be back in the House soon."
Red Black On Football

For westerners, the past week has been a story of hope and experience. The University of Iowa, the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Minnesota have all had their share of ups and downs, but one thing is certain: the future looks bright for the Hawkeyes, Badgers, and Golden Gophers.

The Hawkeyes took on the Badgers last week, and the Gophers faced the University of Illinois. Both games were highly anticipated, and the results were impressive. The Hawkeyes emerged victorious with a score of 21-14, while the Gophers fell to the Badgers with a score of 28-7.

The Hawkeyes are currently leading the Big Ten Conference, while the Badgers are in second place. The Gophers are in third place, but they are just a game behind the Hawkeyes.

This week, the Hawkeyes will face the University of Minnesota, while the Badgers will take on the University of Wisconsin. The Gophers will face the University of Iowa. It should be an exciting week of football.

Newcomers Spur '58 Also Rans

Newcomers to the Big Ten Conference have added a new dimension to the games this year. The University of Iowa, the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Illinois have all made significant improvements to their teams, and the results have been impressive.

The University of Iowa has added several highly skilled players to their roster, and the team has responded with a 4-2 record. The University of Wisconsin has made some key acquisitions, and the team has a 3-3 record. The University of Illinois has also made some changes, and the team has a 3-3 record as well.

It will be interesting to see how these newcomers fare in the upcoming games. The University of Iowa will face the University of Minnesota, while the University of Wisconsin will take on the University of Illinois. The University of Illinois will face the University of Iowa. It should be an exciting week of football.

White Sox Win In 10th

The White Sox won a thrilling 10th inning game against the Chicago Cubs last week. The game was filled with drama, as the Sox came back from a 4-0 deficit to win 6-5.

The game started with a strong performance by the Sox' starting pitcher, who held the Cubs to three runs over eight innings. However, the Sox' offense struggled, and they were down 4-0 after six innings.

In the 10th inning, the Sox' offense came alive, scoring two runs on a home run by a new addition to the team. The Sox went on to win the game, 6-5, and move to 6-12 for the season.

This was a great victory for the Sox, who have struggled early in the season. With this win, they are now just one game behind the Cubs in the National League Central Division.

Aussies Laver, Emerson Gain Quarterfinals In U.S. Singles

The Australian Open is one of the most prestigious tennis tournaments in the world, and this year, the event was held in Melbourne, Australia. The tournament featured some of the top players in the world, and the results were impressive.

Rod Laver of Australia won the men's singles title, while Evonne Goolagong of Australia won the women's singles title. Laver's victory was particularly significant, as it marked his third consecutive Australian Open title. This was the first time a player had won the Australian Open three years in a row.

The Australian Open is a great tournament, and it always attracts the best players in the world. With this year's results, it is clear that the tournament is still one of the most important events on the tennis calendar.

Women's Trans-Mississippi Golf Open

The Women's Trans-Mississippi Golf Open was held in Kansas City last week, and the event was a great success. The field was strong, and the competition was fierce.

The tournament was held at the Country Club of Kansas City, and the course was in excellent condition. The field included some of the best female golfers in the world, and the tournament was a great test of their skills.

In the end, it was a close contest, with LuAnn Carlson of Kansas City emerging as the winner. Carlson was able to hold off a strong challenge from Maria Edgerton of Denver, Colorado, to claim the title.

The Women's Trans-Mississippi Golf Open is a great event, and it always attracts a strong field of female golfers. With this year's results, it is clear that the tournament is still one of the most important events on the female golf calendar.